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Abstract
Three methods of training procedural tasks were studied.
Fourty-five high aptitude and fourty-five low aptitude Naval
train ees from the Basic Electronics and Electricity School, Or'lando,
Florida, were g1ven training with either a programmed instruction
text \\lith a pictoria l-print information presentation format, a nonprog at me text

~ith

a pictorial-print information presentation

forn t, or a sta dard narrative text.

The effects of instructional

a.d aptitud on the performance of a procedural task after

to

1 l/2

o r

It

~a

of study and after one week's time were evaluated.

shown that subjects who studied the programmed instruc-

tion t x \lith the pictorial-print information presentation format
s1 nifica1tly

(£

.0001) fewer performance errors, immediate-

ly fter study and after one
the

th

methods .

h

l o~

~

than did the subjects who studied

It Jas also shown that high aptitude subjects

pe formed s gnificant ly ( £
je ts

~ee k,

g r less of tr ining

.0001) better than low aptitude sub-

method.

However, it was found that

·ptitude subjec· s who studied the p· ogrammed instruction

··ext ·( ·t.h the pictorial -print information presentation format per-

.for

1~d

sig ific · .tly (

who st · 'ie
p r· ~orn
j

cts

.0 ) better than the 1ow aptitude subjects

th. other materials.

These low aptitude subjects also

signif ic an tly (£ ( . 01) better than the high a~titude sub-

ho stu ied the standa d narrative text.
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The development of instructional media to communicate technical
information is an area of considerable interest to the m·ilitary and
indus t rial training communities.

The effectiveness of such media

is a ma jor concern, and is directly affected by the format in which
i nf ormati on is presented.

Some training materials are not optimal-

ly ef fe ct ive due to inadequate information presentation
Ain s ~or t h

formats~

(1 978) indicates that such a problem typically arises

becaus · l earning t heory principles are not sufficiently utilized
dur ing med i a preparat ion.
This the is r epo rts the development and field-test of several
fo r mats f or teach i ng procedural tasks.

A procedural task requires

th t a sequence of discrete responses occur in a specific spatial
and t np ra l ord2 · (Briggs & Naylor, 1963).

It is a combination of

a men al sk1 ll - re call i ng response order, and a motor taskitioning movements .
. •

i . craft cockpit demands a specific ordered succession of

on

di 1 settinq
se uence

For instance, the pre-flight check-

L'll ..

nd knob adjusting..
a s t ep

A single step performed out of

omitted could mean disaster.

The npower up

11

of

an as embl y li ne 1s also a procedural task that requires a definite
orde r of co ntrol ma nipul ations to start the machinery working.
A ptomi nel + c ncern in instructional media development is the
proper merging of pictorials and words to present proceduralized
ins ructions.

Gibson (1954), hypothesized that pictures and models

are more effective than words for learning about concrete things

2

like tools and mechanisms, and about procedures and sequences.

He

suggests that pictures more closely approximate direct perception
than do words, therefore, less associative learning needs to occur
in order for pictures to depict their referents.

However, words

are more effective for presenting action-response information which
is difficult to present unambiguously via a pictorial presentation
(Booher , 1975).

Booher (1975) suggests that instructions pre-

sented pictorially enable the reader to use cognit·ive processes ·
1
J

valved i

iconic imagery and pictorial perception to aid in com-

ehe id·ing, such ·nstructions .

A' d1o-v ·sual communication researchers (Hartman, 1961; Gropper,
1963· Severin, 1967; W1cker, 1970) consider pictorial, auditory-

verbal, and print the three major channels of information presentation.

The relatite effectiveness of audio and prirt channels have

een studied using nonsense syllables and digits, meaningful
nd mea ingfu
than a

i

o

c-.;

prose.

Typically print is found to be more effective

t, e di ffi cu·l ty of the materia 1 i ncr,e ases, provided

subjects are literate.

The effectiveness of the pictorial channel

rel tive to audio and print is not as apparent.
r views

words~

Hartmen (1961}

n ~mb2r of studies showin,g the pictorial channel super·ior

to a dio and orint, but points out methodological problems that
· te·1

to vJeaken the

th e ulde

tret g th of such a gener·a 1i za ti on

For instance,

sttdies used inadequate experimental design and measure-

ment techniques; and in all the studies there was no control over
the rel · tive difficulty of pictorial and verbal items.
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Single information presentation channels (pictorial, auditoryverbal, print) are frequently combined to form multiple channels.
This simultaneously presented information may be redundant, such as,
words spoken and printed; related, such as, a picture of an object
and the word for that object; unrelated, such as a picture of an
elephant and the number 27; contradictory, such as, a picture of a
boy

and the word girl.

There is a general consensus that redundant

presentation of audio and print is more effective than either audio
or print alone (Hartman, 1961).

Studies that compare related multiple

channels, pictorial-verbal presenations vs. print alone or audio
alone, strongly indicate the superiority of the combined channel
approach.
The advocated supremacy of multiple channel presentation is
accounted for

by

two theoretical viewpoints - cue summation and

stimulus generalization.

The cue summation principle essentially

pred1cts that as the number of available relevant cues increase, so
does learning.

Miller (1957) suggests that

cu~

summation supports

a mu timodality approach to instructional media development:
If one stumulus complex is to be distinguished from another,
the subject may use any of a number of cues or stimuli in respect
to which the complexes differ to make a discrimination between them,
although a single cue is obviously sufficient . . Increasing the
number of cues available for making the discrimination increases the
likelihood of a single subject's making the correct discrimination
over a period of time .... In other words, the more handles there are,
t.he e.a sier it is to find one particularly suited to a given individual. When cues from different modalities are use simultaneously,
th~y may either facilitate or interfere with each other. When the
cues elicit the same response simultaneously or different responses
in the proper succession, they should summate to yield increased
effectiveness.

4

When the cues elicit incompatable responses, they should produce
conflict and interference. (p.241)
Severin (1967) cites studies which indicated that pictures plus
audio mater1al resulted in more learning than did the audio channel
by

itself.

The same concepts presented in

~ither

a combined or single

mode were more readily comprehended when presented via the mixed
channel.
Other authorities propose a stimulus generalization explanation
. for the increased effectiveness of a multiple channel approach.
It predicts that greater amounts of information are gained when the

test1ng situation becomes increasingly similar to the presentation
situation .

Miller (1957) more precisely defines the principle:

Generalization between two stimulus complexes is · a direct
function of the number of cues they possess in common. The greater
the number of cues held in common by the two stimulus complexes, the
probability that the cues will also be presented in the second
stimulus and will elicit a similar respon~e increases. {p.242)
Rohal (1949) tested the stimulus generalization hypothesis by

making photographs of knot tying form a variety of camera angles,
and found that the photographs having camera angles identical to the

view a person would e:ve when actually tying a knot were the most
I

successful in teaching the task.

Lefkowith (1955) demonstrated that

the use of line drawings led to greater amounts of learning than
sti 11 pictures when subjects were given a 1i ne drawing test. On ·the
other

hand ~

still pictures were found to be more effective than line

drawings when tested on still pictures.

5

A consideration of both the cue summation and stimulus generalization principles

i~

perhaps the best way to explain the effective-

ness of multiple channel information presentation.

Hartman (1961),

argues that if learning is increased as the testing situation becomes more like the original learning condition, it may be expected
that single channe 1 testing will not fu l ly e 1 i cit· ·the learning that
takes place

\~ith

a multip le channel presentation.

From a cue summa-

t1on point of view, it is expected that adding cues to the ctimulus

to be learned increases the likelihood of evoking the desired
sponse.

re ~

o· Jever, these added cues wi 11 be vi rtua 11 y i neffectua 1 if

hey a e not presented in both acquis1tion and testing conditions.

F ,rthermore, if the cues compete with one another to the extent that
itterference occurs, then the additional information does not serve
its intended function.
A study t at greatly influenced the development of the experi-

m ntal ·an t ev luated in this thesis is Booher's (1975) comparison
of pictorial - print information formats for proceduralized instructl.ons.

Instructions, presented in six different picture-word for-

m ts, were c eated to be used with a programmable task simulator he
de igned to evaluate information presentation techniques.

The con-

tent of each procedural step incorporated three specific kinds of
information:
Context - includes the scope of actions that must be
carried out.
2.

Focus -more specifically defines the objects the
reader must attend to and perform certa i ,,.
actions on.

6

Action-step - oper·at ion ally defines the performance
action

3.

For instance, one written instruction was as follows:
sw.: tch to _ON pas it ion on SIMULATOR pane 1 .

nates. 11

Check

PO~vER

11

Set POWER

1amp i 11 umi-

SIMULATOR panel tells the context, focus is conveyed in the

words POWER switch and

lamp~

and the

to 0 , and check lamp illuminates.

action-st~Es.

are:

Set switch

Table I summarizes these picture-

\vord formats.

His results clearly showed that highly pictorial multiple chan(J~TG

nels

PIC REL PRINT, HIGH PIC REDUN PRINT) required less per-

fa, ..mance time and produced less performance errors than did any of

th

other formats .

The most efficient understanding of procedural

instructions occured with a multiple channel presentation arranged
so that pictures

ere the primary communication channel and printed

\"'ords served as a secondary channel to clarify the i 11 ustrations

(HI GH PIC REDUN PRINT) .
Finally, Booher presents several pertinent theoretical implications

To

egin with, his findings tend to case doubt on the cue

summation explanation of the superiority of a multiple channel
appronch.
learner

It prop ses that by adding cues to the stimulus to be
he likelihood of evoking the desired response is 1ncreased .

. Th s rati nale cannot, however, account for his findings that the
highly

ve ~ ba l

multiple channels (HIGH PRINT REL PK; HIGH PRINT

REDUNDANT PIC) produced more errors than the print channel alone.
Instead~

he proposes his findings may indicate the existence of dif-

f rent types of memoty processing as suggested by Haber (1970).
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Table 1
Experimental Conditions in Booher's (1975) Study

Formats·

Descriptions

PR _· T

Single-channel information presentation.
Printed words and numbers only.

PIC

Single-cLannel information presentation.
Pictorial illustration only. Names on
apparatus repla~e with alphanumeric
symbols.

HIGH PI C E PR NT

Primarily pictorial mode of presentation.
Pictorial view of general context, and
focus information for each step of each
instruct ion, by short verbal statements
of each action. Information between
channels related but low in redundancy.

RI T REL PIC

Primarily verbal mode of presentation.
Printed word instruct1ons and word names
used to identify spe ific areas, objects~
and positions. A general picture with
word-arrow locators used to provide
location information.

HI ~

I

HIGH PRI T REOUN PIC

H GH

·c

EDUN P I !T

Written instru~tions similar to HIGH
PRINT REL PIC. Redundant pictorial
focusing techniques and word namew used
to identify specific areas, objects, and
positions .
All informat1on presented Pic except name used instead of symbol. In addition~
printed words for actions provided with
each step. Information redundant between
channels.

B

Booher (1975) suggests there may be two avenues for information processing through the comprehension stages.

The first is essentially

a pictorial one which "translates from pictorial inputs directly to
select a range of routines to use in completing the -tasks and organizlng thern in a time sharing manner.u
ing mechanism which

11

The second is a verbal process-

translates verbal inputs in a more step-by-step

manner, tending to search and select routines in series.n

The highly verbal multiple channel furmats used in this

st~dy

conventio ·1 textbook proceduralized instructions. Booher suggests

~ re

that the i(Jefficiency of such formats occurs occurs because they are
\ ot adeq at ly or anized to take advantage of the dist·inci: internal

pictoria l and verba1 processing

capabilities~

He further indicates

the enhanc d performance from using highly pictorial formats may be
ec tse

bjec ·s are getting advanced informat:on, in nearly the same

': c

eme,

tim
a '.'
seve

_ pa·n sot that

c-

tua

olt m ny of the subroutines needed to carry out thP
individu~ls

may be geting information about

o ject-action relationships to form what he calls a percep: nt that optimally organizes a series of perceptua 1-motor·

1 ue'

I

action

conclusion, Booher states that the

11

human processing

system is more efficient in comprehension of instructions when the
pictor·al
range
to

is used to aid in selection and organization of a

f pe cep-ual-motor action and the verbal material is available

onf· m specific action within the range."
. Of rel vance t

the notion of a pictorial processing function is

the use of visualization or visual imagery in the retention and

:g

transfer of procedural tasks.

Jenkins (1935) showed that visual-

imagery plays a part in the recall of specific items, but that words
were necessary to learn concepts.

Smith (1971) found that the use of

visual i magery was effective in long term memory but showed no significa nt effect on short t erm memory.

Dansereau,. Long, McDonald,

Actkinson, Collins, Evan s, Ellis, and Williams (1975) have successfully used v·isual imagery strategies to enhance student performance

in var ous earning situations.
A final important consideration is tne development of an instruct·on 1 delivery system.

Aagard and Braby (1976) have establ -ished

guideli es for teaching procedLra l be haviors, based on learning theory
p ri nc i p1e s .

These gui de 1i ne s uti 1i ze the l earn i ng p·r i nc i p l e s of i nf o)'\-

at · n chunking (dividing procedure into sect1ons), chaining (putting

single

teps into a sequence), practice (of individual steps, sections,

total pr·ocedur ) , self-testing (after each step, section, total proce u e)

prom , ·Lirg {guiding responses on 1:est), immediate knowledge

of results

re1nforcement, and distributed practice and overlearning

(repetition and practice of entire procedure beyond that required

for immediate performance).

In

addition~

they outl ine particular

learni g e 'e ts and activities that shoul.d be built into a procedural s·il1 tra1ning system.
Progr mmed instruct ion incorporates these guidelines.

Further-

mo re, i t has been successfully and widely used in the Air Force to
train p ocedural skills, like, the care and maintenance of aircraft
n~chanic's

hand tools (Coleman, 1964) , and t he mechanical maintenance

of a K- 38 revolver (Lang & Melton, 1964).

And it has been used by
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th e Canadian Armed Forces in training technicians to install replacement engines in aircrafts (Catano, 1976).

Dwyer (1967) eva l'ua ted the relative effectiveness of various
visual illust rations in complementing programmed instruction..

He

gave four groups of college students programmed instruction (on the
heart) \'l ith varied illustrations (no illustrations, s1mple line

huma1

drawi ngs, detailed shaded drawings, realistic photographs).

After

studying the pa ckages, immediate retention was measured on five different tests (drawing, identification, terminology, comprehension,
total understanding of concepts).
presen ' t·on

His results showed the photographic

o be most effective for total understandi ng of concepts,

le rning speci f ic locations of various parts of the heart and recaling patterns (dtawing test), and identifying parts of the heart on

a dct iled drawing {identification test).
1

Programmed instruction

tho t visuals was found to be as eff ective as the visually comple-

mented t ·eatments in remembering terminology and in comprehension
of thP.

I
ant

i.1terr 1 operations o f the heart.

summary the literature points out three factors are import-

o the development of tr aining materials for procedure learning.

h yare:

1 ) the f ormat

1n

which information is presented, 2) the

ins ruct io nal del,i 1ery sys t em used to present the information, -and

j) the
maximiz

~ rin c ipl es

of learning that should be followed in order to

retention of procedural skills.

It has been shown that a

format in wh ch pictorial and printed information are redundant is
opt ·mal for proceduralized instruction.

Also, programmed instruction

11

as found to be a successful instructional delivery system for procedure learning.

And finally, it has been suggested the learning

principles of information chunking, reinforcement, chaining, distributed

practice~

over learning, and immediate knowledge of results

should be built into procedural skills training systems.
As a logical extension of the theoretical issues and findings
presented a ove, it appears that a programmed instruction text which
app 1e

the learning principles and activities outlined in the pro-

c dure learn·ing algorithm (Aagard and Braby, 1976), and which util-:-

iz

picto ill1-redundant print presentation format, may be an

effect"ve media for proceduralized instruction.
of this thesis is to evaluate the
method, and to tes
1)

ef~ectiveness

The specific purpose
of such a training

the fo llowing hypotheses:

The Pictorial Guided Practice train1ng method will result
·in

nore accurate performance (fewer errors) than will either

the Standard Narrative or the Pictorial Only texts.
2)

High aptit de subjects will perform more accurately than
lo

3)

1

a. titude subjects regardless of training method.

Low a titude subjects using the Pictorial Guided Practice
m thod wi 1 perform more accurately than low aptitude
r- ,

bj ""t

U'ing either the Standard Narrative or Pictorial

0 ly t xts.

Method
Subjects
Ninety Naval trainees in the Basic Electricity and .Electronics
(BE&E) School at Naval Tra1ning Center, Orlando, Florida, particip,a ted in the study.

Fourty-five high and 45 low aptitude subjects

were selected on the basis of their scores on Arithmetic Reasoning
(AR), Work Knowledge (WK), and Mechanical (MC) subtests of the Armed
s ~ervices

'Vocational Apti:tude Battery (ASVAB) . This composite score

is in fact the primary selection criterion for entrance into the
BE&E School.

H1gh aptitude was arbitrarily defined by an AR+WK+MC

score of 184 or above (top one-third amoung BE&E students).

Low

aptitude W'as defined by a score of 147 or below (bottom one·-·third).
Fifteen individuals from each aptitude group were randomly assigned
to each of t he three instructional conditions.
Design
The experimental design is classified as a 3 (method) x 2

{aptitude) x 3 (trials) factorial with repeated measures on the

last factor.

Apparatus
A Tektronix 5458 osci 11 oscope was used for

pe~ rformance

testi.ng.
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Training Materials
Pictorial Guided Practice Handbook.

This 116 page package

presents the probe calibration procedure using a photographic/
redundant print presentation format, and implements many of the
guidelines for procedure learning established by Aagard and Braby
(1976), in a programmed instruction format.
these guidelines.

Appendix D contains

The specific learning principles and activities -

incorporated in this text are shown in Table 2.

A sample of the

hardbook is prov·ded in Append1x C.
Pictorial Only Handbook.

This 20 page package is essentially

a subset of the P1ctorial Guided Practice Handbook.

It presents the

probe calibrat1on procedure using photographs with redundant printed
directions:. but does not i.nclude any of the practice
tests, or feedback contained in the expanded version.

exercise· s~

self-

The learning

guideli es it does incorporate are: 1) Orients student to learning
t sk

y tat1ng objectives, reasons for learning task, and how

train1ng is orga nized to achieve objectives;
demonC' '

3)

·:ion of the procedures to serve as a

2)

Provides a

cort~ect

model ;

Maximizes re lism by presenting equipment in enough detail to

provid

n cessary cues; and 4)

and readable format.

Presents information in a clear

A sample of this handbook is presented in

Appendix B.
Stand rd Narrative Text.

This 21 page booklet has the same

format as the text currently used in tl e Basic Electricity and

14

and Electronics School •s ·Basit Electricity
Guide,. ( 1978).

a~d Electro~its

Studentrs

It discusses the functions of basic oscilloscope

controls and presents the steps of the probe calibration procedure,
and is used in conjunction with the actual equipment.
lear. ing guideli e it incorporates is:

The procedure

Orients student to learning

task by s a . . ing objectives and reasons for learning task!) and how
tra 1ning
i

organized to achieve objectives.

i~

This text 1s presented

Appe d x A.
Table 2
Proce ure

le~rning

Gu"delines Implemented in Experi mental Format

Oric ts stu ent to learning tas' by stat ing objectives, rea.sons for

le rni g a k, and how training is o ~anized to achieve
CI
i ,. . of ind· 1 id

Prov1

P ~r

P ov e

J

objectives~

iv"des procedure into steps for the recall and practice
t ~ , and then chain all steps into a sequence.

qu n s lf-tests for students to monitor their progress.
demo st tion for the procedure to serve as a correct model

r1m1ze rea ism~ equipment sho ld be presented 1n enough
pro · d n cess y c s.

Ear·1y i

~etail

to

tr· 1n ng use:

a . itmnd i at crd frequent knowledge of results .
b. . i n~d i at nd frequent reinforcement
ittle
no. operational distractors
c.
guiding and prompting of responses
d
Sup· ort) and enco · age the mental rehersal of the procedure.
Prov1de for slow 1
as f s 1 arne s.

rn~rs

to have as many successful performances

Present i form t on in a form that is clear and appropriate for the
ading skill of the student.
9
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Procedure
Initially each subject was instructed about the purpose of the
tudy and procedures to be fol rowed~

Subject in Group 1 were

trained us"ng the Standard Narrative Text.

Subjects in Group 2 used

the Pictorial Only Handbook, and subjects in Group 3 used the
Pictor·al Guided Ptactice Handbook.
All subject regardless of

tr~in · ng

method were allowed a total

of 90 minutes to learn the probe calibration procedure.
E ch subjec
pa

e

~a

esc

Time to complete this

~~

,,n

received one tr-1ning trial with his respective
was · recorded~

tr~al

A rriter1on

given r quiring the subject to perform the probe calibra-

-ocedure on the oscilloscope.

co trol se ~~ting
rev ~ rsal)

Time to complete the task,

rors, and sequence errors (ommission, cqmmission,

wee ecord d as measures of proficiency.

A multiple

ctoi e Job Kno ,ledge Test (JKT) was adrn1nistered after the first

tr inin

tri 1 an

the order was counterbalanced so that 50% of the

individuals in each group received the JKT before performance

t s 1ng ar1d

50;~

received it after the performance test.

Subj _c s vere then a11 ovJed to return to _
t heir training mater-

ials

10r

g·ven

a o actice session.

The . mount of time each subject was

uri g the practice phase was determined

by

subtr-acting the

amou11 - of time he ttok to complete the first learning trial from the
90 min

te~

trial su

lotted for total training.

jec~s

At the end of the practice

were required to perform the calibration procedure

on the o cill scope

The same performance measures were again used.
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One week after training subjects were required to take .the same
performance test, this time as a measure of skill retention .

Results
The effects of instructional

method~ aptitude~

and experimental

tr· ls on the performance 6f the probe calibration procedure .were
analyzed by a 3x2x2, repeated measures on the last factor, analysis
Scheff~

of variance and a

ffected task performance F(2,84)= 46.03, E. ~.0001. ·

signif cantly

_r•-or·

'PO)
es

and

for the Pictorial Guided Practice (PGP), Pictorial Only
st ~ ndatd

c ively

te t i 1 "'i c ~
bon .

Narrative {SN) groups were 2 8, 7.24, and 9.09,

Figur 1 depicts the method main effect..

t~

th ~

The Scheffe

subjects who studied the Pi ctori a 1 Gui dcd Practice

ar4e s 1 gn · f1 cantly fewer err·ors than subjects \.-Jho studied
0 ly and Standard Narrative texts:J F(l ,84)=43 . 04, _p_-(.Oi;

·he

an

These analyses are

ult of primary interest was that the method of tt"aining

hQ r

r~ ~

procedure.

in Table 3 and 4.

narize

s

post hoc

F(1

r

4)=86.38 £ .01, respectively.

e A. ""l..Y is o Vari nee "'hawed that aptitude also sign ·ificantly

affec · .e

. o_o
for 10.

th. pe
~--n

· ~-=

rrrance of the procedura 1 task £_(1

,84)=29.0~, .f!_ ( •

e. ors fot che high aptitude subjects .ve r·e

1 titud~

subjects.

F1 gut~e ?. shows that the 10\-'J

~.7

and 7.9

ptitude

subjects ·ho s udiod the Pictori al Guided Practice text made fewer
err r.

th~n

eithor he hiqh and low aptitude subjects who studied

the othe~ i nstructi o a 1 materia 1 .

The Scheff~ test i 1 J·I ca ted that
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Table 3

.3x2x3 Analysis of Varia nee on Performance Errors

Source

ss

df

.1ethod x p · 1 tude

1899.23
598.53
24.80

T 1als

1312.14

~lethod

209.04

~1ethod

Apt·tude
x Tli a.l ·
Apt~tude x T 1a . s
Me ·~ ad

*
**

x .Apt ·tu 'e x Trials

~< . 0

£

01

MS

F

2

949.61

43.03**

1

598 . 53

29.1 0**

2

12~40

656.07
52 .• 26

l6.24**

2.15

2
4
2

.60
203.88**

1. 08

40.04

4

10.01

.33
3 . 1l:k
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Table 4
Scheffe Test Summary

Source

ss

df

F

43.03*
86.38*

~1einod

s . PO

PGP

19.71

S~

l

39 . 56

1

PG ~lo vs. S ,low
GP,low vs. PO,low

45.16

1

34.69

GP,l
vs. ('" ,high
P,lOI vs PG.
gh
PGP,1or v. PO, lngh

1 3.32

1
1

PGP ~s.
Apt t de

7.34
2.72

I

tho~

A Ap.itud~

PG ,high vs.
a

I

x Trials
,htgh + SN,hlgh

1
1

49.49*
38.02*
14. 60*
8 . 05*
2 . 98

4.14

2

4.59

. 13

3

.04

4.96

2

9 . 18*

5.95

2

4.40

rial 2

PGP,low s. PGP,h1gh + PO,high
+~ ,high a Trial 2
G ~ 10"

IS.

PO

I

ow + SN, 10

J

at T"ial 2
Me

~ had

P

x

P~l

Tr·· 1s
vs. PGP,2 + PGP)3

* £. ,. . 01
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10
9
8
1\1)1

S0

-

l.lJ

Ql

u

s;::

7
6
5

nj

E

5.-

0
a(1J

4·

3

2

PO

SN

Training t1ethods

Figure 1.

Method Main Effect

PGP
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and Trials on Performance
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the low aptitude Pictorial Guided Practice group performed

~ignif

·cantly etter than the low aptitude Standard Narrative and Pictor·i a 1 0n1y gr cups , [ ( 1 , 39 ) = 49 . 4? , ·
especti ve ly.

.2_ ~ • 01 ;

and F ( 1 , 39 ) - 38 ~ 02 , .e_ <. o1 ,

They also performed s.i gni fi cantly better than the

high apti tude Standard Narrative. group, F( 1 !739 ).=14.60, Q <. 01.
aptit~de

The low

Pictorial

Practice subjects did

Guided

not~

however,

perform signif"cantly different than the high aptitude Pictorial

On y subjects

_(1~39)=8 05~ £

.01.

In comparison to the high

aptitude P1ctoriaf Guided Pract1ce group, the low aptitude subjects,
pet ormt!d s~gnificantly worse~

£.(1,39)=2.98, E. .01.

'A further showed that experimental trials

teA

ig~ificantly

affe: ' e p rforma ce of the calibration procedure, £(2,168)=203.88,

£ .0001

This effect is depicted in Figure 3.

Th A OVA also indicated that the method, aptitude, and trials

ac o s i terac ed to significantly affect task performance, f(4,l68)
=3~

l,

ap:itude
o,
;~

. 02.

~

It can be seen 1n Figure 4 that an ordinal method x

er ction occu redo

1

ar ace

the second trial*

A 3x2 analysis

each trial indicated that only the Trial 2 interact-

a~

pproached significance~ .E_(2,84)=2.99, £.< . 055

, re sumn.ar1zed in Tuble 5,6 and 7.

The 3x2 ANOVA's

The Scheffe test on Trial 2 data

sho,Jed -hat t 1e m { n performance errors for the high aptitude

Guide
t ndard N

P act1 ~

rrativ,e

ent f 1om one

(X:::.66), Picto ia1 Only CX=2.13) and

(X~3.26) subJects

were not significantly differ-

nether, [{2,27)=2.71, £<~01 ~

In addition, no signi-

ficant dif · rences were found between the performance of the low
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13.7
12 . . 4 ..__

Standard Narrative

· 1o

Tr·al

8

1

•

6
4

Picto-rial Only

8.0

5.06

Pi ctori a1 Guide-d

2

2.06

Practice

0

low

high
Apt·i tude

II>

0

T . 1
OJ

u

2
Standard tlarra ti ve
.66 •

r·ctorial Only
Pictorial Guided Practice

~--------------------------------high

lQJ

Apti u e

12
r

.

10 .. 53

Standard Narrative

1

Pictorial Only
5

3

4

Pictorial Gu:ded
2.. 40 Practice

0

high

10',\1

Aptitude

1

ur

4o

d thad X Aptitude X Tria 1 I nterJction
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Tab1 e 5

3x2 Analysis of Varia ce for Errors, at Tria1 1

ss

Source

df

Method
1313. 622
Aptitude
233. 611
ethod X Aptitude 17. 622

2
1
2

r~s

F

656.811
233.611
8.811

60.,09

**
**
.45

21 37

** £. <::: • Ol
a le 6

3x2 Analysis o·

So

1

i nee for Errors, at Tr1al 2

ss

~ce

df

ethod
282 02
t•tude
190.67
Method x Aptitude 45.3 5

2
1
2

T l

3x2 Analysis

Sourc\. ,
Method
Aptitude

Method

X

Aptitude

*- ~' .. 01

o~

~

1

MS
141 . 01

190.67
22.67

18 61
25 ~ 17

2 99

**
**
*

7

nee for Errors, at Trial 3

s

df

512 . 62

,2

176 . 40
1.86

256 ,. 31
176 . 40

2

~93

F

MS

29 ,. 94

* i":

20 ,.61 *-;;:
·.. 11
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aptitude Picotrial Guided . Practice subjects and all high aptitude
sub· ects, f (3 ,~ 1) ~ ~ 035, £. <. ?1.

!he Scheffe test did !I however,

indicate that the low aptitude Pictorial Guided Practice subjects
few~r

made significantly
aptitude subjects

~

performance errors than did the low

ho studied the other methods;

£(2,27)~9918,

.P.. • 01

F1nally, the A OVA showed that the method and trial factors
"'nt ... racted s1gn1f .. cantly to affect task performance, F(4,168)- 16 . 24,
t ·s

0001.

hO\Jn in Figure 5 that this interaction occurred

oet1e n r1als and the Pictorial Guided Practice method.
Scheff

test ind1cated no significant difference.s in mean perform-

a ce error at each trial for this method,

Th
t 1 lis on
epea ed

Ti ,

[(2,27)=4.40~

R<-01.

ef ects of type of instructional method, aptitude, and
ta~k

performance t1me wene also analyzed by a 3x2x3,

eas r . . es on the last factor, analysis of variance.

'OVA is sum arize·d in Table 8.

ptit de

The

a~d

the trials facLors

It showed that only the

~ignificantly

affected the amount

of time it took o calibrate the osc1llostope probe,
0032; and [ 2,168)=61.67, R .0001, respectively.

£(1,84)=9~2,

On the

a ·er ge, h·gh aptitude subjects performed the task faster tha1 low
~p~itude

to

subjec s.

In addit1on, the amount of time it took subjects

l1brat the probe decreased from the first trial to the second

and incre sed from the second to the third trial.

shown in

F~gure 6~

Both effects are
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Table 8

3x2x3 Analysis· of Va r'i a nee on Performance Time

ss

Sour---ce
t~ethod

Apti tt1de

ethod x

pt ~i

t tde

Trials

ethod x Tr·ia 1s

Aptitu ex Trials
, ethod x Apt1 t de x Trials

* E.

·k*

£

"05

,.Ql

df

MS

F

3687 . 756

2

1843.87

'1
2
2

.. 18

93409.200
9098 . 866
427089.066
9362 . 244
13379.288

93409;20
4549.43

9.21*
.45
61.67**

9299.311

4
2
4

21354·4. 53

2340.56
6689 ,. 64

2323.83

.62.
,. l5
.61

6

5

29

5 .. 1

4
·t il

3.63

ClJ
...._,
.: ::l

s::
........

3:

::E

2

l
0
2

1

3

Trials
5

4
3.95
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OJ
.......,

3

s::

,-

2

1

0

low

high

Apt1tude
F1gure 6.

Trial and

Aptitud~

Main Effects
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The effects of instructional method · and .aptitude on · performance
on a multiple choice Job Knowledge Test were analyzed by a 3x2
analysis of variance.

The ANOVA is summarized in Tabl e 9.

instr~ctional

showed that both

method and aptitude significantly

affect test performance, !:_(2 ,84 )::5. 54~

Q(@OOOl, respectively.
, ~ arrat1ve

It

R <&0055; and F(l ,84 )==60.18,

The subjects who studied the Standard

text made fewer e,rror'S than subjects who studied either

the Pictor1al Only or Pictorial Guided Practice materials.

As

expected, high aptitude subjects made fe\er errors than low aptitude
subjects..

Figure~

7 dep1 cts both of these

eff~ects

.

Finally, it was show that the amount of study time in Trial 1
varied depe ding on instructional method.

It took the Standard

, arrative group an average nf 60 minutes') the Pictorial, Only_ ,g;roup

an average 29 minutes, and the Pictorial Guided Practice group an a~erage

of

7~5

minutes to study their handbooks one-time through.
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Table 9

3x2 Analysis of Variance for Job

Source,

Method
Aptitude
Method x Apt1tude

**

.E_

• 01

ss
67.75
368.04
26.28

df

2
1
2

~nowledge

Test

MS

33 • .88

368.04
13. l4

F

5.54 **

60.18 **
.122

9

32
8

7.6

Ul

5-

·o

s....
s...:
w

5.9

I

SN

PGP

PO
Training Nethods

9.06

5 .. 02

high
Aptitude

igure 7.

Method and Aptitude Main Effects
for J'ob Knowledge Test

Discussion
~experimental

All major

of this study.

hypotheses were s.upported by the results

The hypothesis that training with the Pictorial

Gui ed Practice method would result in the best performance is
supported by a strong method rna 1 n effect and by post ~_oc comparisons

sho ing that _he mean performance error of the Pictorial Guided
Pra -t ice group (X=2.8) 1s s1gn1ficantly lower than the mean performance fo

both the Pictorial Only (X=7.24) and the Standard Narrative

(X=9 . 09) groups.

These results are 1 n accord with Boohe·r •s ( 1975)

findings that the most efficient

learni~g

of a procedural skill

ace rr d hen 1nformation was presented in a multiple channel' format
in ihich
~lords

ictures

•e·re the primary communication channel and printed

w l"e a secondary chan1nel used to clarifY and give focus to

the p1ctorials.

These find1ngs are also i'n a9reement with Dwyer

1967), who showed that photographs are the best visual illustration
..

.

to merge wi'th prograrrnned instruction when the, .goal of training is to

learn t e specif1c l6cation and ident1fication of parts of a given

syst m a d to recall patterns.
the
~g

Finally, these results demonstrate

ffecti veness of the Aagard and Braby (197.6) procedure 1earning

i -elines within a progra:mmed ;·nstruction context.

In

t~erms

of performanoe on the multi pl e-choi ce Job Knowledge .

e:t, how~ever, the, results were ess ~entia lly reversed - subje,c ts who
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studied the Standard Narrative text performed significantly better

than the subjects who used the Pictorial Guided Practice and
Pictorial Only handbooks.

This apparent shift in the effectiveness

of the training materials is pred1ctable from a stimulus generaliza-

tion point of view which proposes that greater amounts of information can be

when the testing situat1on becomes increasingly

ga1ned

similar to the pr s ntation situat1on.

It w·as expected, therefore,

that the Standard Narrative text would in fact result in better
perfo mance on

~

test that used printed words as stimulus cues, and

h· t the p1ctor· l texts would result in better performance on a
test

hat util1zed spatial and temporal stimulus cues.
The second hypothes1s that high
aptitude subjects would make
.
~

fe

p .rformance errors than low aptitude subjects, regardless of

1:ype of instruction 1 mater1als, was also supported.

The aptitude

ma1n e+fect showed that the mean performance of the high aptitude
subjects (X-5.9)
rror or the
Th

significantly lower than the mean performance

1

lo~

aptitude subjects (X:7.9)w

th1rd hypothesis that low aptitude subjects who studied the

P1 cto ia l Guided Pt· cti ce text would make fewer performance errors

th n the lo1 apt1tude subjects who studied the other training mater-

; al s ta supported

by s i gni fi cant post hoc

mean comparisons.

Mean com arisons further showed that the low aptitude Pictorial
Guided Pract·ce subjects performed better that the high aptitude
Standard Narrat1ve subjects, and performed as well as the Pictorial

Only su jects.

However, they did make significantly more errors than
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the h1gh aptitude Pictorial Guided Practice group.
The Method x Aptitude x Trials interaction was not considered
important enough to qualify the interpretation of the significant
main effects because it was only

si ~gnificant

at the E._= .OSS

level~

,
1

and was merely an ordinal interaction which affected changes in the
degree but not the direction of the relationship of method and
aptitude on performance.

Secondly, the F-ratio of the method main

effect at Trial 2 {See Table 7) was six times larger than the F-

atlo of the method x aptitude interaction)
£(2 84}

=2

~(2~84} =

18 . 61 vs.

99, suggesting that the strength of the method effect

as greater than the strength of the interaction effect.
it

Finally,

as s o .n in the Results that after 90 minutes of study, the

perfo mance levels of all high aptitude subjects and the low
apLitude Pictorial Guided Practice group were virtually errorless.
Th s

nd1cates that the interaction may be an experimental artifact

due 'to a c iling effect
It was a 1 ,o shown

1n

the Results of the si gni fi cant Method x

' rials 1nteraction effect was occuring between trials and the
Picto~1al

Guided Practice method.

The

Scheff~

test indicated t hat

'- here W
'as no room for s i gni fi cant improvement from one tria 1 to the

next for the subjects who studied this method .

Therefore3 it

appears that the significant two-way interaction was also an experlmental artifact due to a ceiling effect for the Pictorial Guided
Practice
effects.

group~

and need not affect the interpretation of main
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Perhaps, the most important finding of this study is that the
experimental method of formati _ng procedrural traini _ng material is

considerably superior to the traditional narrative method for
retention of the performance task, both immediately and after one
week's t1me.

The difference is so marked that even low aptitude

subjects performed better

usi~g

the experimental text than high

aptitude subjects using the standard materials.
an.ou nt

Furthermore, the

of s t dy time required by each method is compa rab 1e. The

e,p,e r l menta

text requ1red on the average 67 ..5 minutes to study

on -time through.

The traditional narrative text required 60 minutes.

any of t e students using the Pictori al Guided Pract1ce handbook
sa1d they liked using the text and thought it was more easy to
unde stand than the narrative text they were currently using.
Th se results pro ide a strong endorsement for the use of a
pic orial/

dundant print programmed instruction format for teaching

rocedural skills i
avy tra1 ing is
any

technical settings.

Since sixty percent of

f a 11 how-to-do" or procedural nature (Stitch, 1977)

instructional techn1que which results in better performance,

reduced training time or both, deserves serious consideration.
One oss1b e drawback,
1

however~

is that the -experimental format

is more el borate and mar expensive to produce than the narrative
text usinq standard publishing tecniques.

Braby, Parrish, Guit~rd

and Aaga d (1978) have demonstrated the usefulness of a general
purpose computer to aid in the authoring of instructional
for teaching Morse Code.

ma~rtals

In their study, th~ generic instructional
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formats were stored in the computer system and information about
the Morse Code symbols were entered into a data base.

Then,

computer routine merged the information to be learned with the
gen~ric

formats and automatically

1 arni g packages

(Gu~tard,

1978).

~rgan1zed

and printed complete

Such an approach has potential

to "e uce the long-term costs and tne amount of time it takes to
roduce such elaborate training mater1als.
The fe sibility of computer-aided authoring the procedure
learn·ng fo mats evaluated in th1s study is currently being invest-

·ga

~ d by

the U.S. Navy Training Analysis and Evaluation Group at

1 ndo, Florida.

ide
t~

fhe1 r ef-Corts w1ll de'termi ne if the P1 ~tori a 1

Pr ctice format is in fact a cost-effect1ve alternative to
d1t1onal narrative textbook for teaching procedural tasks.
Al

ourgh no tinal recommendations can yet be made, the

res 1 ts of · ·

study do justify the preparation of training

t . . 1 1s for camp l x procedura 1 tasks using the ex peri menta 1
f rm

t) and , hei. ev luation in operational settings.

,Appendix A

PROBE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
Tektronix 545B Oscilloscope

Standard Narrative

OVERVIEW
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LESSON I

Operation
In this 1esson 1 you wi 11 study and 1earn about the names of the
osc1 loscope control knobs and what they do . You will also learn
1ow to calibrate a lOX test probe used in conjunction with the

osc1llos ope.

E A LING OBJECIIVE(S)·
When t. e stJdent completes this
1.

lesson, he will be able to:

DE TlfY the func"ion and effect of the ON-OFF, Focus, Intensity .

Scale 11 mination, Astigmatism, Ho r izontal
V riable Volts/Cm, Vertical Position, AC/DC
Ca 1i br to , T i gger Slope, Triggering Mode,
w th espect to an oscilloscope resentation
front panel controls to their functions and
1

Position, Volts/Cm,
coupling, Amplitude
and

r~ode

controls

matching the
to their effects.

by

2

CALI BRATE a lOX probe, given an uncalibrated lOX probe and
osci11oscope.

3.

IDE TIFY th

steps in the procedure to calibrate a lOX probe.
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SUMMARY .

LESSON I
The ·mo5t versatile piece of test equipment available to the techni~ .
c·~ n lS the oscilloscope . The oscilloscope enables the technician
to see tlhat ts, actually taking place in a circuit by graphically ·
d ·~ splaying, voltage amplitude, wave shape, phase, and fr,equency ~

The basic controls and their functions are the same far most oscillosco~ pes, th ~e

only difference is the way they

ar~e

named.
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Sunmary
The following is

Lesson I

a brief list of the . controls for the oscil l oscope

shQWn in Ffgure l and their functions .

On/Off (power) switch energizes the oscilloscope and controls all
functions of the oscilloscope by controlling the power.

INTENSITY control varies the intensity of the line trace form
very bri'ght to so dim it can't be S·e en.
If you have a b1 ur·r ed or fuzzy line trace the FOCUS and ASTIGMJl\TISM
co trols W'ill r~emedy the problem . . The FOCUS control var·ies the con-

centration of the electron beam to give a sharply defined trace.
The ASTIGMATISM control varies the point at which the electron beam
converges to 1mprove trace definition.
The brightness of the graticules or scale on an oscilloscope is
controlled by the SCALE ILLUMINATION control.
The 'horizontal controls consist of the HORIZONTAL DISPLAY~ 5X MAGNIFIER~ TIME/CM, VARIABLE TIME/CM, and the HORIZONTAL POSITION controls.

Tne HORIZONTAL DISPLAY selector determines what time base (A or B)
will be used. It also determines what modes the time base· w·ll be
used ~n

Th 5X ~AGN FIER switch, when set to the ON positions causes the
horizornt 1 portion of the display to be magn if1ed fiv~e times wider
ha nonnal.
The TI E/CM control essent·ally governs the speed at which the
sweep mov~s across he CRT screen.
The VA I,BL T r~E/CM swit .h, when at "'cal ibrated't serves to hold the
v 1ue set by the TIME/CM selector constant sot that the speed at ·
which the sweep moves across the scteen does not fluctuate.
1

The HORIZONTAL POSITION control does notheing more thant move the
sweep fr m left to right~ It also has a course and fine tuning
feature.
The vertical sect1on is comprised of the VOLTS/CM, VARIABLE VOLTS/
CM 7 AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR) arid the VERTICAL POSITION controls.
The VOLTS/CM selector states how many volts are represented by , :ach
centimeter on the vertical portion of the CRT scale. It essent1ally
gov~erns the size of the displayed waveform . .
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The VARIABLE VOL TS/CM, when ''ca 1i brated 11 keeps the va 1ue set by the

VOLTS/CM selector constant so . that the size of the displayed
waveform does not fluctuate.
The AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR determines the peak-to-peak voltage of the
sq~are · wave available at the CAL OUT connector.
The VERTICAL POSITION control moves the presentation up and down
on the screen.
In order to have a stable sweep the oscilloscope must be synchronized with a trigger.

The TRIGGER SLOPE control provides triggers form these places:.
The ItT position gives and i'nternal trigger form the oscilloscope
itself

The EXT position make~ s prov1sions for connecting an exter·nal1 .signal
of your cho1ce to the oscilloscope.

The l JE position

prov~des

a 60 Hz trigger to the

oscilloscope~

The +/- for each source determines if the waveform will trigger
on the pos"tive or negative portion of a signal.
The TRIGGERirG MODE determines what part of the triggering signal
will start the sweep.
The ODE selector determines in what form the waveform will be
d·sp l ayed on the CRT.
1

The AC/DC coupling switch can be used to block out the DC portion
of the input signal.
A method of connecting the signal being measured to the oscilloscope s needed. For t is purpose a test probe is used~ more
notable a lOX probe. The lOX probe attenuates (decreases) the
signal by a f ctor of 10; ther~efore:. you must multiply by l!Q to
get a t ue voltage measurement. The lOX probe has an internal
qdju table capacitor for impedance matching the probe to the
osc1l oscope. This matchingis called calibration and must be
hecked da1ly.
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NARRATIVE
LESSON I

Operation
The most versatile piece of test equipment available to the technician is the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope enable the technician
to graphically display vol~age amplitude, shape , phase, and frequency of a waveform. All this means is, that you can see a picture of
what is actually taking place in the circuit that is being checked.
The oscilloscope, with the addit·on of various accessories, can do
a number of other. more advanced operations
Let s f·nd out how th oscilloscope does all of this.
The display sc een is the front . or face of a cathode ray tube~
co nly abbre · ted as CRT. In operation, there is :a spot of light
on th · s screen ca 11 ed the "trace spot'' . This trace spot is moved
from left to right across the screen by electronic circuits in the
osc1lloscope calle the uhorizontal s~eep circuits". The time it
ta es the trace spot to move form left to right across the screen
can e va 1ed. These changes are precisely calibrated so that the
speed of orizontal movement represents an exact amount of time.
If t e t ce spot 1s moved across the fast enough, it will appear
to beco
a solid 11ne.. This line is commonly called a "l _ine trace 11
or " w ep"
The 1eng, t of this 1i ne trace (maxi mum 1eft to right
moveme t) is predetermined by irte nal c1rcuitry. This line trace
or sweep is t
heart of the oscilloscope. Without the trace, it
wo 1 e impossible to display anything on the oscilloscope.
T tr c pot an also be deflected vertically. This deflection is
ere t~d by the sig al being measured. The size of the signal being
d·s lcyed can b amplified or reduced so the s1gnal voltage will
ca se the trace spot to be denected a specific distance on the face
of the CRT

Con in ng the ve ical movement of the trace spot, caused by the
s·g al bei g meas red. with the left to right movement of the trace
spot, caus d by tne 1nternal horizontal sweep circuitry, v1ill
r.roduce a, graphic d·splay. This display is commonly called the

'we veformu of the signal. This gr·aphi c waveform is plotted aga1 nst
ime in t1 horiz ntal axis, and ampl1tude in the vertical

axis~

his · s a very ba i c exp 1anati on of how an asci 11 oscope does \vhat
it does.
The oscilloscope you will be using is a ttTektronix 5458'1 With the
exception of the physical placemeht of controls and control names,
the information contained in this lesson can be applied to any
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Qsci1loscope
Now let's discuss the basic contrbls of the oscil16scope. Each
control on the oscilloscope has a definite effect on th~ waveform
presented on the CRT. As the basic controls are discussed .in this
lesson, the control name used in this lesson will be on the oscilloscope you will be using, with other common names for the same controls ·n parenthesis. In the job program following this lesson
you will g.e t "hands on" experience operating the ·various controis.

Ot /Off
The most improtant control on the oscilloscope is the ON/OFF (power)
s itch.
his switch is used to energize or turn the oscilloscope
on. It controls every function of the oscilloscope, e1ther· directly
or lt 'di· ectly by v1rtue of controlling whether or not any power is
applied to the osc1lloscope.

The - TE SI Y control of the o cilloscope varies the intensity or
Normally turning the INTENSITY
b ightness of th lin trace.
cont o l~ n a clockwise direction wi 11 increase the intensity of
the line tarce and truning it counterclockwise will decrease the
nt nsity
f turnedncompletly counterclockwise often a point will
be re c e where the trace can no longer be seen. If you are using
n osc·ll cope nd can't get a line trace, there is a good possibili y th t the INTENSITY control has been truned down.

Af er t ,

ntens1 ty is set to the des.i red 1evel' , you are go1 ng to
ant a haro, clea , well deflned line trace. If the line trace is
blurre o fuzzy, the·re are tow co.ntrols that remedy this problem.

The FOCUS control var·es the concentration of the electron beam to
give s arply defined trace, and the ASTIGMATISM contrl varies the
~oint at whlch the electro beam converges to improve trace definition
cl r1 ty). Usually, the trace wi'll be set a t its clear-est point
w th the FOCUS and ASTIGMATISM con'Crols around a mid-range setting~
The FOCUS> ·nd AST GMATISM controls interact when being adjusted.
T · mea s that \·lhen you adjust one it m1ght effect the other control
r ec s 'tat ng the t"e-adJ ustment of the other.

SC LE ILLU I JATION
oscilloscopes h ve a scale or grat1cule on the face of the CRT.
The wavedforms are plotted against this graticle to make voltage and
frequency measurements. In oraer to see this gra~icle clearly it
must be illumin ted. The scale ILLUM. contrl var1es the amount of
1 ·gnt on the scale.
Turning it counterclockwise will ~ecre~se ~he
illumination and turning it clockwis,e will increa!ethe 1llum1nat1on.
I 'OSt
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There are 5 basic horizontal controls consisting of the HORIZONTAL
DISPLAY~ 5X MAGNIFIER, TIME/CM, VARIABLE TIME/CM, and the HORIZONTAL
POSITION controls.

HORIZONTAL DISPLAY
The HORIZONTAL DISPLAY selector determines how .the time bases will
be displayed on the CRT·. In the ''A't position it allows only TIME
BASE A to a.ppear on the . CRT ·rn the nsH position only TI~~E BASE B
will appear on th CRT. The other positions are delayed functions
and single sweep functions.

5X
fhe 5X MAGNIFIE co1trol, h.en activated, will multiply the horizonta s eep by a preset f ctor~ On the oscilloscope you will be
using th s factor is 5 t1mes. On ohter oscilloscopes this factor
could e qn here form 5-100 t mes. This function allows a waveform v ew on the os.cilloscop to be magnified to a point that
only a ve y sm 11 portion of the original signal covers the entire
ho 1zon a x1s of the CRT. ·

The T f E/C s ·tch wil determine the frequency (speed) that the
t ce spot o ·es ~~cross the CRT. As you decrease the time per
cent~m e
th the TIME/CM switch~ the trace spot moves faster
nd b co sa sol· line or trace line. If you increase the time
per cent·meter w·t the fiME/CM -s 1tch, the trace spot moves across
~he f c of t ·e CR. more slowly.
The TIME/CM switch is usually
c li r t
n seco ds, m1ll seconds, and microseconds. Each
pos · ti o 1ll re
ent a pre-set amount of time it takes the 1ine
t ce to
e on d·vislon of the gratic e from left to right.
A crowded prese11tation can be spr.ead out by decreasing the TIME/CMr
presen ~t1on that expands beyond the limits of the CRT can be
ont acted for easi r viewing by increasing the TIME/CM.

VARIABLE TIME/CM
The VAR ABLE TI~E/CM, when 1n the "calibrated' position, serves to
keep he eep rqt v lue set by the TIME/CM selector constant.
f the witch is i the uuncalibr&ted 11 position, the sweep rate
spec·f·ed by th

le st · .,5X.

T E/CJ· switch can beslowedby a factor of at
When the switch is in the "uncalibrated 11 position a

lamp com s on to let you know.
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HOR~ZONTAL

POSITJ.ON ·

Suppose, th~t while using the oscilloscope you find the presentation
1s pos tioned to the left of the center of the CRT. The position

oy si'mply adjusting the HORIZONTAL POSITION control
in a clockwise direction until the presentation is centered on the

can be changed

CRT. Counterclockwise movement of the HORIZONTAL POSITION control
moves the trace to the left. The HORIZONTAL POSITION control governs only the horizontal movement of the line trace. This particul r control also has a course tuning (outer black knob) and a
fine tun1ng (inner red knob) feature&

VOLTS/CM
o that the horizontal controls have been covered, let's discuss
the ve t1 ca 1 contro 1s. The VOLTS/C1 switch adjusts the verti ca 1
amplitude of the signal viewed on the CRT. The VOLTS/CM switch 1s
a rotary sw1tch w"th preset volts per centimeter divisions
It is
usu lly c librated in econds milliseconds, and microseconds
I your s gna l ·s too small vertically to be seen clearly) turning
the OLTS/C s ·tch clockwise w1ll increase its size. If the
ve t1cal signal 1s too large to see the entire signal on the CRT,
tu n the VOLTS/C switch counterclockwise to decrease the size of
the sign 1.

Th VARI LE VOLTS/CM control works much in the same way the VARI-

A LE TI /C 1 S\'li ch does.. If l,n the ncalibrated" position~ teh value
set y t e VOLTS/C will remain constant . If in the 'uncalibrated"
posit1on, the ver 1c~l amplitude of the displayed wavefonn can be
v ed .

CAL POSITION
Suppos the vertical position of the trace were such that you
co ldn't see the entire signal. To remedy this situation, there
is ~ cant ill calle the VERTICAL POSITION contr61. This control
aves th~ trace pos1tion up and down on the CRT. Turning the control
clockw"se wil1 move th.e trace up and turning it counterclockwise
w· ·11 no
i t do n •
At;/ DC
Th_ AC/OC sw · tch determines wha.t type of coup 1i ng is used on_ the
·nput to the vertical section. In the DC position, the vert1cal
1nput is directly coupled allowing a DC signal to be passed t~ the
vertical section. When viewed on the face of the CRT, a DC s1gnal
1s a upward or downward shift of the trace: A~ u~ward shift in~i
cates
positive voltage and a downward sh1ft 1nd1cates a negat1ve
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AC LF REF
(Time Base A on y) attenuates trigger signal frequencies below about
30 kHz, decreasing their effect upon the trigger circuit.
AC

Blocks the DC componte of the triggering signal and allows triggering
to take place only on the changi~g protion of the signal. For best
trigger·ng at high frequenc1es use an AC coupling position.

DC
Perm·ts tr·Jgger·ng on both high and low frequency signals.
nals be ow 30 Hz use the DC position.

For sig-

A LITUOE CAliBRATOR
he M L TUDE CALIBRATOR sets-up the peak-to peak voltage of the
qu e av t a is available ant the oscilloscope CAL OUT connector.

Th ODE selector sw1tch determines how the signal will be displayed
. o the CR . For instance by selecting A ONLY it tells the equipment
to onl~ d1s lay the waveform set~up from TIME BASE A.
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voltage. With no signal input the trace will be at the center line
of the graticle. With a +20 volt DC signal input, the trace will
shift upward to a point equivalent to +20 volts. In the AC position
the input is capacitively coupled blocking all DC to the vertical
section. With the AC switch in this poiition, there is no shift
in the trace even with a DC signal present_ The signal viewed will
remain on the center line of the scale.

TRIGGER SLOPE
Norm lly th,e re are 3 sources available for use as synchronizing
signals. The TRIGGER SLOPE control determines which of these signals
is being used.
I T

Selectjng the I T position applies an internally generated signal to
the sweep to be used to synchronized the waveform.

EX
The EXT position allows an external signal to be applied to the sweep.
Thl s extern a1, signa 1 can be from whate~ ver source pro vi des the correct
f equency ~ nd type of signal necessary to synchronize the sweep.
orm lly th s external s1gnal come from the equipment being tested.
E

Th
IN pos·t·on provides a sunchronizing signal of 60 Hz. This
s gn 1 s s d w1th input signals of 60 Hz or any harmonic (multiple)

of 60 z (120 Hz 240 Hz}.

The + and - for each source determines on which portion of the signal
t

or - the waveform will

beg1n~

TRIGGE ING MODE

The

TRIG~ERl

signal

~~11

G lODE control determ1nes what part of the triggering
s art the waveform display.

AUfO
Perm·ts normal tr1gger1ng on simple waveforms with repetit1on rat~s
higher than about 50 Hz with no trigger signal. ~t a lower repetlti on r te the tr1 gger circuit gree runs at approx 1 rna te 1y 40 Hz. and
tr1ggers the time base at this rate) providing a reference trace.
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JOB PROGRAM
' LESSON I

Introduction ·
The osc··lloscope is a rugged . piece of equipmentr Aside from mechani.ca 1 damage (dropping, forci _ng centro 1s and other abuses) an asci 11oscop~e s subject to ''burili.ng • hte screen (expl.ained in text).
The osc1 loscope will . accept input volt_age to a maximum of 600 volts

peak without damage.

·

·

Th1s job program is des1gned to give you "hands on 11 experience in
using th oscilloscope. Don't be afraid to experiment with the centro s, j t keep in nnnd to experiment carefully .
inside the case of the oscilloscope.

hen the student completes this lesson, he will be able to:

1. CALIBRATE a lOX probe, given an uncalibrated lOX
probe and osc~lloscope
DENTIFY the teps in the procedure used to calibrate

2,

a lOX probe.

2 .,

3;

Os . llQ cope
BNC cab 1e

Prob

PROCEDUR~
l

the first p rt of this section, you will learn how to energize

the osc·llo cope and what

he CRT contro1s do.. In Lesson I you

learned th bas·c controls associated with an oscilloscope.
ne" controls

\'li 11

program. Pe form

oscop ~e,

1,

These

be discussed as they are encountered in the job
th fo~ll owing steps on the Tektronix 5458 osci ll·

M ke sure power is OFF by pushing switch down.. The power must

be off so that the ~o~cilloscope is not damaged when it is plugged-

ln.
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2. Att~ch power cords in .teh bask of the oscilloscope and to the
Wi:lll outlet~
3. Set the CRT controls (the horizontal row of four knobs located
beneath the CRT), .
·

INTENSlTY to midrange

a.
b.

FOCUS to m1dr~nge ·

c.

SCALE ILLUM to m1drange

CAUTIO :

The scree can be "burned" producing ·a dark dead spot on
the screen
"Burning'' fs a re,s ult of having the trace spot in the
same pos1,t1on for a. period of time with the INTENSITY turned up._.

To pr,e ent • burn1ng•• the screen, follow these. rules;

a,..
b.

Ensure the INTENSITY contro 1 is not beyond midrange.
Turn the INTE SITY ~ontrol clockwise only enough so that
the trace cqn be eas~ly see.

4 Energ·ze the oscillocope by pushing the POW'ER switch up. When
t is is done the light ot the right of the switch and the ventilation f
come on.
5. Set THE 10DE selector switch (located at the center of the
Typ C lug- n Unit to A ONLY.
-

Th n xt group of controls y6u will set are the Time Base A TRIGGERG ~ODE nd the TRIGGER SLOPE. These controls determine when the
t
1 1 b gin to sweep across teh screen.
lhis action is accomp'''hold~ng'

the, trace spot at the . left of the screen until
is told to "gou by a strating signal called a trigger.

1Shed by

et the T·me Base A TRIGGERING MODE switch (inner red knob) to
AUTO y turning the know completly counterclockwise until it stops.
6~

The

UTO mode

lectron1cally sets the trigger lefel

near~· zero,

elim-

inating the need to set the TRIGGER LEVEL control that is located
jus· eft of the TRIGGERING MOO£ and TRIGGER SLOPE knobs.
7 S t th . TRIGGER SLOPE switch (outer black knob) to +INT. This
control et~rmines the source of the starting trigger~ It tells the
osc· .1o_cope that the s·gnal will be generated from its own circuitry
(I T meqns intern 1). The ''+ 11 te 11 s the osci 11 oscope to start the
tr ce on th posit1ve go1ng po~tion of the triggering signal~
Th

n xt group of knobs you will set are horizontal sweep contr6ls.

B~ Set the HORIZONTAL DISPLAY switch (outer black knob) to
When you do this a trace should be visible on the CRT.

A~
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9, Set the 5X MAGNIFIER switch (inner red knob on the Horizontal
Display control} to Off by turni_ng it completely counterclockwise
10 . . Set the Time Base A TIME/CM switch (outer black knob) located
to the left of the Horizontal Display control, to ~5 mSEC.
Now let's do some figuri~g. The time per centimeter switch
(TIME/CM) is in the ~5 mSEc position. How long will it take the
trace spot to move one centimeter on the screen?

CAns.)

, 5 milliseconds.

Ho long 11 it take to sweep from the left to the right side of
the scale:
(Ans )

. mSEC x 10 centimeters

=

5 millisecond

~ t the VARIABLE TIME/CM switch (inne red knob) to CALIBRATED
turning "t clockw1se until it clicks and the light goes out.
he A I ABLE Tl E/C ' contra l ~ 11 ows you to s 1ow the sweep speed set
by the TI , I C selector by a factor ·of 2. 5X. However, \vhen it is in
the CAL BRATED pos1tion the sweep rate set by the TIME/Cm knob will
rema1n constant.

1 ·•
'y

12 I lum n~te scale on d1splay surface by turning the SCALE
knob loc ed just below the CR , fully clockwise. Note the
1n .he scale brightnes$ as you turn the knob.

ILLU~L
change

, Adjust t e HORIZO TAL POSITION knob located above the POWER ON
s tch unt 1 he edge of th trace touches the left graticle of the
sere n .
4. Ad"ust the VER ICAL POSITION knob . located on the CHANNEL A
port on of the Typ A Plug-in Unit, until the trace line is
c ntered on the CR cale.
Adj st the FO US and ASTIG ~TISM controls. If you rotate the
FOCUS control fully counterclockwise and then fully clockwise the
trace will become larger and fuzzier as you move the control away
from it center po ion, If you rotate the ASTIGMATISM control fully
clockwise and th n fully counterclockwise you can see that the
controls ·nteract. which means when you turn the FOCUS control the
thickness of the r ce may be affected, and when you turn the
ASTIGMATISI control the sharpness may be affected To compensate
for th "s action, it may be necessary to adjust one control and then
the other several times to get the trace set up properly.
15 ~

16. Loc the probe line onto the CHANNEL A INPUT connector, located
below the INTENSITY knob.
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17. Set CHANNEL A AC/DC switch (located just below the CHANNEL A
INPUT connector) to AC. When this switch is in the ·Ac position the
input signal goes through a ·capacitor which w1ll block any DC voltage present on the. signal. · If you ·are not specifically concerned
to use the AC. position.
with DC voltage, it is usually better
.
Next you will set the various vertical controls.
8. Set the CHANNEL A VOLTS/CM switch to .1 volts and its VARIABLE
control to •'cALIBRATEDn (fully clockwise).

Mul iply t e number of cnetimeters by the VOLTS/CM selector
setting.. Your answer is the
aveform.

peak~to-peak

voltage of the

19 Set 'he AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR (located to the right of the
HO IZO TAL POSI ,ION control) to 2 volts.
20. Insert the probe t1p into the CAL OUT connector located just
belo t.
PLITUDE CALIBRATOR and look ath the waveform displayed
on he CRT . The waveform will have a negative and a positive peak
exactly 2 centimeters apart, and, if the probe is calibrated, the
peaks ill be absolutely flat See F1gure l.

Figure

~

If the probe is over compensated the sweep will have peaks on the
1 ading edge See Figure 2.

Figure 2
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If the · ~robe is under
See F.i gure 3.

compens~ted

the leading edge will be rounded.

Figure 3

To cal "brate the probe, hold the adjusting collar with the right
hand, loosen the locking s 1 eeve about one quarter turn with the left
a1d. Wh1 e watch1ng the trace on the CRT, turn the adjusting collar
unt1l the p aks are absolutely flat. Now, slowly turn the locking
sle ve unt"l it 1s 'finger-ti·ght" Look at the waveform to ensure
the trace on the CRT hasn t changed while locking the probe
See F1gure 4.

r

locking

Cal 0~

\. sleeve

~----~:
probe base

]

~

probe body

&

tip assembly

Figure 4

~
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PROGRESS CHECK
LESSON I
Answe all the questions in .this section and check your responses
~' 1th. the answer sh.eet on p_age 21. · If you incorrectly answered a few
of the progress check questions, the correct answer page will refer ·
you to th.e a.ppropriqte p~ges ·so .you ·can restudy· the parts. of . this
lesson you ale hav · n~g di ffi cul ty· With-

l

An o
q

b,

c.

c ~·lloscope

lets yQu see wha.t is taki_ng place

1n

a circuit by

X- ~y · ng th.e ci'rcuit under test and produci_ng q photographic
di ply o the sign&l~

gr p c~lly d~splay~ng vol~age amplitude, wave shape, ph~se
and frequency of wavefo ms ~
·
·
·
g aph c&lly a·spl&ying circutt c~rrent ~nd reslstance~
a a lyz ·i -g the input ~nd output of the ci rcu · t ctntfproducing
a p totograph of th.e ci rcu1 t . (\Cti on
'l

2

T

0 /Off switch

r· s the

c

d.

JJri~ntnes~ of the ~weep\
tu. ns power on
off~
··
v ri es the i 11 urn nat~ on of the gr~ph

or

ho- ·zan ~ lly pos ·tions the tra.ce,

on the CRT face.

T e OCUS control

C
d

a i es the point wh.e_re the electron beqm converges
v~ries the brlghtness ·of the sweepT
ya ·es the CQncentra.tion Of the ·electron b.eamt
oves he sweep up and ·dow.

The

1 TEN ITY control

a.

4

ri - the brightn .ss of th.e sweep,
turn the po er on &nd off
~llum n~te t1e g~~ph on the CRT face,
v~r ·es the concentration of tne electron beam'!

t
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5. The SCALE ILLUM. control

6

a.
0.,
c.
d,

turns the power on or off.
yqrl es th.e br.i gh.tness. of the sweep,
·t \djusts the oscilloscope for · a st~ble presentation~ ·
varies the ·lluminati'on on ~. the_ grqph. on tne .CRT face~

The

ASTIG A lSM control

b.

ar·e the concentra.tion of th.e electron bea;mr
turns the power on and ·off,
qr es the point here the electron be~m converges,
gnif es the horizont~l · sweep by a pre.set fa.ctor~

c.

Th HO ZO AL

7

SPL Y c _ntrol

q n·f·e tQ orizont~l sweep by a preset fqctor~
eterm1nes ho the time b~se will be d1splayed on the CRT.
lengt ens or s ortems the sweep w·th respect to time ·
dee mines the po·nt at wh1ch the sweep triggers .

c.
d,

.

e 5X

.

MAG FIE cont ol

f es t e hor1zontql sweep by ~ preset factor
mo e th ent ··re weep h.orizonta lly
varies L e mp "tude of the vertic~l s~gnal
chang s
coupl1ng of the vert1cal 1mput signal.
~gn

t

.

The T E/

con . ol

the e tire sweep horizontally.

rn gn"' · i es t · hori zonta 1 sweep by a preset factor.

p1

• The

0

'he source of the trigger signal for synchronization
gft ns o hortens the sweep with respect to time
Z

OSITION control

mov s . h en i e sweep p or down~
mov t e entir weep horizontally.

-4et m·nes the point at which the sweep is triggered.
ma.gn fie the sweep by a preset factor.
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Appendix B

PROBE CALI BRATION PROCEOURE
Tektronox 5458 Oscilloscope

Pictorial Only
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INTRODUCTION
Learn1ng
Objectives

When you complete this lesson you will be able to:
1.

Set-up a

2

Cqlibrate a lOX probe

squ~re

wave on an oscilloscope

Test·ng

A test will be ~iven on a Tektronix 5458 osc1lloscope
to see if you ·know how to calibrate a probe.

~ ·ny

The oscilloscope is use to test circuits, study waveforms, m asure voltage and current, and test amplifier
responses A properly tuned probe 1s necessary for
~ccur te measurement.

- hi

Le rn

Pr c dure

Tektronix 5458 oscilloscope and power supply, BNC
cable, and a lOX probe.
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OVERVIEW

NOTE
fold out page 116. Leave
it out for the entire
lesson.

o ·rections:

1.

Look at the foldout.

Notice that the oscilloscope is d·iv1ded into 5 functional sections.
Listed below are the sections and the general
f unctions each is responsible for.

Sect1ons

Funct1ons

Power

on/off power controls

Ho i zontal controls

determines the width and
horizontal positioning of
a displayed signal

Vertical controls

determines the he1ght and
vertical positioning of a
displayed s1gnal

C libration and
Outp ut

has output jacks which can
be used to dr1ve or synchronize other equ1pment

Display

presents a picture of the
test signal
·

2.

The probe calibration procedure requires that
the controls on these sections be ·set in a
oe ta n \ ay. The rest of the lesson will show
ho~ to do this.
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Step 16:

Set CHANNEL A AC/DC

coupli~g

switch to AC.

CH.A NEL A

tep 17. Set CHANNEL A VOLTS/CM to ,l volts

VOLTS/CM
1
1 MEG.
)0 J,IIJF

GA

A[

1
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Step 18:

Set VARIABLE VOLTS/CM switch to CAliBRATED.

VOLTS/CM
1
I hUG.

20 iJJJ..F

J

Turn inner knob
clockwise until
it clicks and

M
(A

Step 19·

Set AMPliTUDE CALIBRATOR to 2 voltsr

•

VE J SIG

OUT

0 NlY
1

~
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Step 20:

Insert probe tip in the CAL OUT connector.
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Step 20:

What

ca~

continued
gO wron[

• •

is

ated so
m is dis-

OVel-

ed so

is dis-
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Step 20:

continued

How To Correct It
Under compensated probe

.:t.

Ho 1d -center · ri n·g .

2. - Turn -lotking -ring
counterclockwise -until
it moves freely.. -

3.

barrel ·
clockwise until waveform
Rotat~ · tuning

is square .

4.

Turn lOcking ·ting
clockwise until secure.

J.

Hold center ring.

2.

Turn

Over compensated probe

locki~g

ring

co unterclockwise unti 1

it moves freely.
2

~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~·~~~~~~ 3.
~

4.

Rotat~ tuning barrel

counterclockwise until
waveform is square.
Turn lotking -ring
clockwise unti l secure.
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Appendix C

PROBE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
Tektron1x 5458 Oxcilloscope

P1ctor1al Gu1ded Practice
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INTRODUCTION
Lea,rning
ObJectives

When you complete this lesson you will

1.
2.

Set-up a square wave on a
Calibr~te a lOX probe

able to:

be

oscillostop~

-

Testing

A test will be given on a Tektronix 5458 osctlloscope
to se~ e 1f you know how to ca·l ibr,a te a pro~ be,
·

Wh.y Learn
Thi

measure

Procedure

Org n zat1on
of Tra1n1ng
aterials

Th ~e

osc ~ 11 ascope, ts used to test circuits, study
volt~ge

and current, and test amp11fier~
response. It does th_is . by graphically d1spla.yi_ng
voltage amplitude,, wave shape, phase: · and frequency
of waveforms on th.e CRT ,. A proper,l y · ca 1i bra ted ·
probe is necessary for an accurate graphic display,
For easier learning, tne procedure is divided 1nto
four ections·
Sect on l

Turn Power ON

Section II

Get

Section I II

Center the Tra.ce

Sect1Qn lV

Tune the Probe

~a

Tr,ace

You will learn t~e steps in each section· separately,
then you will practice all the sect1ons ~ogether~
Add t1onal

Re'"o\Jrces
Re~qu1

red

Tektronix 545B oscilloscope and power
BNC cable, and a lOX probe.

source~
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OVERVIEW
NOTE
fold out page 116. Leave
it out for the entire
·1 esson.

Directions;

1.

Look at the foldout. Notice that the oscilloscope is divided into 5 functional sections~
listed below are the sections and the general
functions each is responsible for.

Sections

Functions

Power

on/off power controls

Horizontal controls

determines the width and
horizontal positioning of
a displayed signal

Vertical controls

determines the height and
vertical positioniryg of a
displayed s·;·gna 1

Calibration and
0 tput

has output jacks which can
be used to drive or synchronize ~ther equ1pment

Display

presents a picture of the
test signal

2.

The probe calibration procedure requires that
the controls on these sections be · set in a
certain W·a.Y. The rest of the 1esson wi 11 show
how to do this.
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HOW TQI USE TRAlNING MATEHI.AlS

o·rections:

1.

This. lesson w1·11 be -presented in a wa,y· that
might be new to you. The · followi _ng informqti.on
will he 1p. ·
Each _ st~p

is.presented _in ~erm~ of.the · .
ACTION yQu w1ll perform on the osc1llose:ope,
b.

c.

If the ACTION of a certain step makes the·

oscilloscope do something (display a trace
line on the ' CRT) it will be pres~nted
under the heading of a RESPONSE, ·
If in a certain step there is a poss i bi 1i ty·
that something can go· wrong and would need
troubleshooting~ it will be presented

under the headings of WHAT CAN GO WRONG and
HOW TO CORRECT IT.
2.

Take your time and learn each step

3.

After each step you will be required to recall
the ACTION and RESPONSE; and WHAT CAN GO WRONG
~and HOW TO COHRECT IT when necessary.

4.

For best results, fol1ow all instructions.

correctly~
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TRAINING

Section IV - Tune the probe

Step 16 : Set CHANNEL A coupling switch to AC

Purpose:

In th1s procedure only AC signals need to
be di sp 1ay~ed

ACTION

Push switch
down

M DE
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CHECK YQUR ·MEMORY

Directions:

1.

Point through the action and response(s) on
the foldout and retall the note for this step.
Action

2.

---

To check your answers turn back to page 57.
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TRAINING
Step 17;

Set CHANNEL A VOLTS/CM to .1 volts
Purpose: With this switch

you

can set the value of each

square on the vertical axis of the CRT scal.e .

ACTION

VOLTS/CM
l
MEG.
2.0 J.LJJ F

u..

noo

011+:

ntil dot

AT

is at .1 ''OLTS

GAll

AO

A O NlY

MODE

8 ONLY

[
ALT£1tNAT£

....,.

T1
ADDEO
.,.._ AlGEUAICAl
i

CHOPPED
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CHECK YOUR MEMORY
Directions ,;

1.

Point

thr~ugh

the action on the foldout.

Action - - 2.

To check your answers turn back to page 59.
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TRAINING
Step 18·

Set VARIABLE VOLTS/CM switch to CALIBRATED.
Purpose:

Ensures that values set
not fluctuate.

step 17 do

i~

ACTION

--------------------VOLTS/C
1
1 MEG

10 JJJlf

GAl
AD

(A

ONLY
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CHECK YOUR MEMORY
Directions:

1.

Po1nt through the action on the foldout.
Action

2.

---

To check your answers turn to page 61.
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TRAINING
Step 19:

Set AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR to 2 volts,.

Purpose:

Defines the height of the square wave that
will be displayed in the next step.

AC ,ION

_j
AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR
PIAIC·lO.fiA«

--....r:;:-<·1 V IH

.2 .5
1 "# Jli

2~
5

VERT SIG
OUT

• • •

• • •

~.

NOTE

•
•
.I

CAL OUT

. . . . . . ..•

There are two scales on this knob.

I

1/1000 VOLTS (m volts) and one for VOLTS.

• • •

Be

I

. . . . . . ·-· . . . . . ..•

sure to use the correct one.
••

•

One for
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CHECK YOUR MEMORY
Directions:

1.

Point through the action and response(s) on the
folt~ut and recall the note for this step.

Action

--

Note
2.

To check your answers turn back to page 63.
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TRAINING
Step 20:

Insert probe tip into CAL OUT connector.

Purpose:

So the signal generated at the CAL OUT
connector can be displayed on the CRT.

ACTION

NOTE

I

The displayed waveform is call~d •
A square wave 1s •
flat on the top and bottom, and •

a square wave.
11

all its angles are 90°.

• •

•••••••

•
•

I
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Step 20;

Insert probe tip into CAL OUT connector (continued)

WHAT CAN GO WRONG ·

is underted so
is dis-
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Step 20;

Insert probe tip into CAL OUT connector (continued}

HOW TO CORRECT IT
Under compensated probe
1.

Hold center

2.

Turn lock1ng ring
counterclockwise until
it moves freely.

3.

Rotate tuning barrel
clockwise until waveform is square.

4.

Turn locking ring
clockwise until secure.

1.

Hold center ring.

2.

Turn locking r1ng
counterclockwise until
it moves freely . .

. 3.

Rotate tuning barrel
counterclockwise until
waveform is square.

ring~

Ove r compensated probe

4.

Turn locking ring clockwise until secure.
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CHECK YOUR MEMORY
Directions:

1.

Point through the action and response(s) on the
foldout arid recall what can go wrong and how
to c.orr,e ct it for this step.

Action - - Respons.e(s) ---~--~

What can go

wr~ng

( 1)
(2)--

How to correct it (l} _ _

(2} _ _

2.

To check your answers turn to pages 65-67.
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STEP SEQUENCE DRILL
Directions:

1.

Follow the. uroadmap" on the next page and trace
the sequence of steps with your finger.

2.

Remember the location and sequence of each
control used .

84

YP

5456 OSCIU.O COPE
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STEP SEQUENCE DRILL
Di rect1 ons ·;

1.

(co~t.}

Use your

fi~ger

and trace the step sequence you

just learned, on the foldout (page 116).
2.

To check your performance look back at the
uroadmap" on page 1,2 .

3.

Keep practici~g until you can trace the step
sequence· without lookin-g back or making any

mistakes.
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TESJ YOURSEL F...
Di' re ct 1ons:

1.

Describe in your own words the acti vi tei s for each
step l isted below and point on the foldout to the
controls used ·in each step.

2.

If you need to check your

pages

3.

75~.77.

answ~rs:

look on

If you make mistakes; practice the steps you miss
and keep t~ki ng the test unti l .you make no errorsr

Set CHANNEL A DC/AC
coupling switch to AC
Action
Step 17 ·

Set CHANNEL

AVOLTS/CM

sw1tch to .1 volts
Action

Step 18: Set VARIABLE VOLTS/CM
s itch to CALIBRATED

St p l,9.

Set

A ~ ~ PLITUDE

CALlBRATOR

to 2 volts
Action
Step 20· ·

Inse~t

probe t ip intd
CAL OUT connector
Action
Response

What ca n go wrong

Ho to correct 1t
-------"--~-~~-------------------- - -- -----------

PAY SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE STEP LOCATION AND SETTINGS.

YOU WILL HAVE TO KNOW THEM All ON THE FINAL TEST.

~~~--~----~--~--------------~~~~-------------------- ------- --- --- --
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TEST ANSWERS
Set CHANNEL A DC/AC coupling switch to AC

Step 16:

Purpose:
Step 17:

In this procedure only AC signals need to be
displayed~
·

Set CHANNEL A VQLTS/CM switch to .1 volts
With this switch you can set the value of each
square on the vertical axis of the CRT scale.

Purpose:

Step 18:

Set VARIABLE VOLTS/CM switch to CLAIBRATED.
Purpose:

Step 19:

Ensures that values set in step 17 do not
fluctuate.

Set AMPLITUDE CLAIBRATOR to 2 volts.

P rpose:

-.

lf;~

Defines the height of the square wave that
Wlll be displayed in the next step.

•

• •

Pus
do n
19. Turn knob

until dot is at
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Step 20:

Insert probe tip into CAL OUT connector
Purpose:

So the signal generated at the CAL OUT
connector can be displayed on the CRT.

Response:

Waveform appears on CRT.

What can go wrong:

How to correct it:

l.

Probe is under compensated.

2.

Probe is over

1.

(a)

hold center ring of probe.

(b)

turn locking ring counterclockwise until .it moves
freely.

(c)

rotate tuning barrel clockwise
until waveform is square.

(d)

turn locking clockwise until
secure

{a}

hold center ring of probe.

(b)

turn locking ring counterclockwise until it moves
freely.

(c)

rotate tuning barrel counterclockwise until waveform
is square.

(d)

turn locking ring clockwise
until secure.

2.

nd

connector nd
in
probe tip.
Tighten end unt·l
oro be is secure.

compensated~
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Appendix D

Proced~re

Learning Guidelines
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. TAEG Report . No. 23

I.

RECALLING PROCEDURES AND POSITIONING MOVEMENTS

This task category combines two quite different kinds of tasks.
Recalling procedllres is basically a mental skill, whereas positioning movement is a physical skill. They are combined in these guidelines since they often occ~r together in the operation setting.
They concern carrying out routinized activity, executed as standard
operating procedures in some predtermined sequence. Relatively
l1ttle judgment and analysis are require and a minimum of alternative
behavior 1s involved. Controls are manipulated in an identifiable
procedural sequence. Motor movements for control positioning are,
at t'e outset w·thin the respon~e repetoire of the student;therefore
the emphasis is place on recalling the sequential procedures and on
th accuracy of the posit·oning movements. An example is the check- out of a p1ece of communication equ1pment using a checklist to
determ· e 1f the equipment is operating w1thin acceptable tblerances.
The e types of tasks are common and have often been studied with the
goal cf ·mproving tra1ni1g eff1ciency.
uide ines for this behavior are

isted

below~

State clearly the behavioral objectives to be achieved
Des rib ho~ the learning materials are orgaized to achieve this
des1 ed behav1 o : Re 1ate the objectives ·to the student's ·future
r a ' -\Or d ass1gnments.
2.
a

Break the positioning movement task into appropriate parts
provide subdiv·sions of organization for each procedure.

3.. D1 v11 , the r ocedural steps into small parts if any of the
followin con itions ex1st:
St · nts are of low aoility
L.
he procedures are complex
The
t1re p ocedure is lengthly.

PresPnt a demonstration of each task performance (a posit1oni~g
repone to ache klist cue) an an observable model.

4.

5. Sho 1 c ec list cues and req ire the student to explain differ- ences in s1mil~r cues tha~ ser~e as association de~ices for different procedures that have been confused in the past.
Use mnemonics which will cause an affective reaction in the
student hene,ver possible to aid in the recall of the procedure
to be learned for this task.
6.
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7.

Use mnemonics {associating procedural steps wi.th imagery, rhymes,
or rhythms) to aid in recalling difficult to remember steps. Provide d1rections for the student to develop his own mnemonics where
he is able and willing to do it.

B

Direct the student to practice the following sequence of events
to help h1m rememher a chain of procedures.

a. When presented with each checklist item, explain its corresponding procedural step.
b.

Then when presented

~'lith

a. group of check 1 i st items exp 1a; n

or perform their corresponding procedural steps. The first item of
each group should overlat the last item of the previously studied
group~

of steps.

c Then when presented with a single list of all of the
chec , ~· s t · i terns in the en t ·i re procedure, exp 1ain or perform their
cor esponding steps.
9
lCOUt"age s ·d nts to mentally rehearse the procedures ca 11 ed
f or y th~.. steps in the checklist using mnemonics to aid in th,e
e a 1 o these procedures .
I

10.

th

EnsL e extensive practice early in the training by requ1ring
lea ner to.
a.

Understand the objective(s)

Observe, the ski 11 ed performance of a model
c
Strengthen the i ndi vi dua 1 step's of the desired movement
y p1ac .1cing these steps~ obta1ning knowledge of results and by
b..

c

performance errors.
d I tegrate the steps into a smooth sequence of posit1oning
ovements y practicing the sequence of steps.
rrec~ing

11.

Pro ride tfe following conditions for corresponding stages of
t'l ·n; n
a.

Early in training use:
(1} 1n.mediate and frequent knowledge of results
(2} immed·ate and frequent reinforcement
(3) little or no operational d;stractors
(4) 1 atn 'ng material broken down into small, easily

1e ne '

1
1

ts
J

itens requir·.ed to be learned which are relatively

eac-y to acq ire
(6) guiding or prompting of responses
b.

L te in trai ting:
(1) use delayed and infrequent knowledge of results
(2) use delayed and i frequent reinforcement
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(3) increase distract6r~ to 6perational level
(4) a given proc~dure will be required to be . recalled
in response to the same cues · as on the . job ·
(5) the level .af · complexity of the procedural cues and
distractor cues should be the · same as on the job.
(6) eliminat~ guide or prompts
12 Make the time interval following KOR much longer than the time
1nterval between the response and KOR, to provide time for the
student to sor out errors . .

13. Identify features of the operational environment which could
be used as mediators to trigger .the . student's recall of checklist
1tems
14. Practice should be distributed; i.e., the timing of rest
perlods should be determined oy:
a.
b.
by th

need for rest as judged oy the student
requ1rements of the specific learning material as ju_dged
instructo r

A. range for extensive repetition(overlearning) by the student
o Lake advantage of the internal feedback properties_ generated
bj erform ng these types of tasks (position1ng movements) accompan; d by external feedback. Simple repetitive movements may become
forcing· i.e., the student experiences feelings in muscle and
s • h"ch idnetifies as cue that he is properly performing

15.

~ ask.
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